
 

Please contact dherman@infobase.com for ordering information. 

$260 minimum new purchase. Renewals will reflect 4% increase from prior year. 

 

The Mailbox® is packed with 52,000+ fun and engaging ideas, activities, and worksheets that help inspire 
imaginations while teaching essential skills. For more than 40 years, The Mailbox® has been the leader in 
providing teacher-created ideas that work.  

 

Credo Source Reference  integrates highly acclaimed reference content with instructional videos and tutorials to 

provide research instruction in the classroom and at the point of need. Prepare students for any kind of research 

or the rigors of academia by building their confidence and cultivating essential information literacy skills. 

 

The award-winning Science Online offers a comprehensive overview of a broad range of scientific disciplines. 

Topic Centers feature specially selected content on core science disciplines to help students find a starting point 

for their research. Students can also access the full, updated content of our unique science eLearning Modules, 

which target a variety of core topics and feature valuable Teacher Support materials for seamless in-class 

integration. 

 

Today's Science bridges the gap between the science taught in class and real-world discoveries by leading 

scientists—giving comprehensive and in-depth explanations of some of the most important advances in biology, 

chemistry, environmental science, space, physics, and technology. Each article includes vivid images and 

groundbreaking videos that help make difficult concepts understandable. 
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Classroom Video On Demand Classroom Video On Demand‘s Master Curriculum Video Collection serves the 

specific needs of students who are preparing for college by providing top-quality video across the entire high 

school curriculum. CVOD delivers a library of 200,000+ excellent high school level videos and segments.  With 

this collection, you will see videos from producers that are not in Learn360 like, Cambridge Educational, 

Classroom Video, First Run Features, National Film Board of Canada, NBC News, TV Ontario, Rick Steves 

Europe, TED Talks, Scientific American, CNBC, Nightline, and much more.    

 

Erasing the line between homework support and fun exploration,   The World Almanac® for Kids   includes 

exclusive online-only material as well as content from award-winning The World Almanac®, Chelsea House, and 

Facts On File sets and series. Each topic area provides resources for homework, reports, and projects, and 

kids—including homeschoolers—can explore age-appropriate subjects while developing online research skills 

with a trusted content source. 

 

The World Almanac® for Kids Elementary is an exciting, fun resource that provides a wealth of elementary-

level content—including engaging illustrated articles, videos, interactives, Fun Facts, and more—in a colorful, kid-

friendly format perfect for helping young children, including homeschoolers, develop online research skills. The 

World Almanac® for Kids Elementary includes exclusive, online-only material as well as content from award-

winning Chelsea House and Facts On File sets and series—sources students, educators, and librarians can trust. 

 

Bloom’s Literature is rich with relevant content on core authors and works, multicultural classics, contemporary 

literature, and more. Students will find exactly what they need for research and deeper learning without having to 

wade through an uncurated search. Professors will appreciate the thoughtful organization and important assets—

including videos, proprietary essay topics and discussion questions, and valuable writing guidance—that can be 

used in lectures or for independent study. 

 

Learn360 is a K-12 library that gives teachers and students access to a premium library of over 150,000+ hand-

picked videos, short videos, video clips, teacher guides, audio programs, original source newsreels, math 

activities, science diagrams, timelines and more.  You will see videos and clips from over 140 producers including 

History Channel, National Geographic, HBO, BBC, Reading Rainbow and much more.  
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